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Abstract

In the construction of a Bay€sian nctwork, i t  is always assumed that thc variables

start ing from the same parcnt are condit ional ly independent ln practice. this assumptlon

may nri t  hold. and wil l  give r ise to incorrect inferenccs ln cas€s whcre somc dependency is

found between variables. we propose that the creation of a hidden nodc' which in effect

models the dcpendency. can s(tve the problem. In order to determine the condit ional

probrbi l i ty mair ices foi thc hidden node, we use a gradient descent method The objective

function to be minimised is the squared-error between the mcasured and computed values

of thc instantiated nodes. Both forward and backward propagation are used hr comlute

the node probabil i t ies. The error gradients can be treated as updating mcssages and can De

propagatcd in any direct ion throughout any singly connected network we uscd thc

simptJst noOe-by-node creation approach for parents with more than two chi ldrcn We

tested our approach on two dif fcrent networks in an endoscope guidance system and' ln

both cases. demonstrated improved rcsults.

l. Introduction

We will begin with a brief introduction to Bayesian networks, which are also

known as belief networks, probabil istic networks, or causal networks They are

graphical structures used lbr the representation of conditionally independent

information which is frequently derived from some subjective knowledge base'

Bayesian networks have two components, the dependency graph and the

knowledge representation. The underlying structure of the dependency graph'

which is sometimes called the inference diagram' fully expresses the dependency

or independency of the variables which are represented as the nodes The

knowledge representation component, or knowledge map' stores all the belicfs
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and likelihood information for every possible state of the variables. There are
many alternative names given to the states of a variable: Heckerman [9] calls
them instances, Neapolitan [20] uses the name propositions, and Richard and
Lippmann [26] use classes. In Bayesian networks, all the possible states of the
variables are mutually exclusive and exhaustive.

In the c losed wor ld def in i t ion,  i f  V is  the set  of  var iables {V, ,V2,V3, . . . }  for  a
model. then

P(v) : l l  r(v,tpr(v,)), V,,pr(V,) CV
vicv

where pr({) is the parent of the variable {. In other words, the joint probability
of P(V) can be expressed as the product of the conditional probabilities of each
variable given the state of their parents and V is the set which contains all the
possible combinations of {. Throughout the text we use boldface to denote a
variable, and the corresponding set of probabilities for each state is a vector which
will be denoted by an underscore.

Pearl [23] pioneered the use of a graphical representation to express the
causality between variables. He uses Bayes' rule:

( 1 )

P(wtA)P(A) P(wtA)P(A)
P(A |W) :  P (W )

(2)

to derive the parameters for belief updating.
In the Bayesian networks, belief in a variable is defined as the posterior

probability of that variable given all the known evidence, 17. In a Bayesian
network, knowing the states of all connected variables will fully determine the
belief in the variable of interest. Knowing all the parents and children of a
variable will give a result which is independent of all other variables. In our
current application, we have found that the tree structure Bayesian network with
only chance nodes is adequate. There are more complex Bayesian networks, and
for the determination of causality in them the reader is referred to work by Pearl

[23], Geiger et al. [7], and to the work of Lauritzen and Spiegelhalter [17] who
use propagation in cliques to cope with loops in Bayesian networks.

Pearl pioneered the use of a directed acyclic graph for representing a Bayesian
network. It consists of a set of vertices, V, and edges, E. The variables are
represented by the vertices, and their relationships by directed edges. If A and B
are two variables and the parent of B is A, then A and B will be linked by a
directed edge with the arrow pointing from A to B. Each V, €Vrepresents a set of
mutually exclusive and exhaustive events, along with a joint probability dis-
tribution, P, in the knowledge base. The fundamental assumption in a Bayesian
network is that the value assumed by a node is probabilistically independent of
the value assumed by all other nodes in the network, except its descendants, given
values of all its parents.

Fig. 1 is a very simple chain-like Bayesian network. If we are interested in the
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Fig. 1. A simple Bayesian network with all notation'

belief of the variables B given some observed data (evidence) for the variables A

and C. we wil l express it as

Bel(B) : P(B lA, C) : aP(C lA, B)P(B tA)

:  aP(CtB)P(BtA):  aI (B)r (B)  (3)

using Eq. (2) and noting that P(C lA, B) : P(C lB), since B blocks the path from A

to C. Eq. (3) expresses the belief of B as the product of the belief based on the

evidence from the child (C) and the belief based on evidence from the parent (A)'

A detailed derivation of all other variables and link matrices can be found in

Neapolitan [20] or Pearl [23].
In the computation of posterior probabilities using a Bayesian network, we

assume that the variables are statistically conditionally independent given their

parents. However, in practical applications, this fundamental assumption may not

hold. One easy way to test this requirement is to use the Pearson's correlation

coefficient for the children's distribution conditioned over the parent. For

example, if there are three variables {A,B,C} and we want to test whether B and

C are conditionally independent given A, i.e.:

P(A, B, C) : P(A)P(B IA)P(C tA) ,

we use the conditional correlation coefficient p, which is defined for any two

variables B and C given the assumed parent A as:

(4)

where ttre ll ll symbol means that correlation coefficient p is the result of summing
over all the states of the variable A, weighted by the probability of A ' When using

the correlation coefficient for testing for conditional independence the ordering of

the states in our variables is important and meaningful, and must reflect a

monotonic progression in the measured property. If there is no meaning in the

ordering of the states, we need to use a non-parametric method, such as the

l l  Cov(BtA.C lA l  l l
o : t P t A t - - - - i l .' ll ' 

\/Yar(B tA) Var(C/A) ll
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chi-square test, to test the conditional independence of the variables. For an
example, see [15, Chapter 10.4].

A high correlation coefficient between a pair of variables, given their parent(s),
indicates that the conditional independence assumption does not hold. The effect
of not recognising the correlated variable can be easily illustrated by the following
example.

Example. Suppose a root variable, A, has only two statistically independent sons,
B and c. If the prior probability of A is [0.2, 0.8] and the lambda messages from B
and C are [0.8, 0.2] and [0.3,0.7] respectively, then the desired posterior
probabil it ies of A, Bel(A) should be [0.3,0.7]. However, if the variable of B is
measured by two different processes and was included in the network as two
independent variables, B and D, then we wil l have three lambda messages
[0.8,0.2] ,  [0 .3,0.7]  and [0.8,0.2]  propagated to A,  and the predicted poster iorof
Bel(A) is calculated as [0.63,0.37]. It is obvious that the computed posterior
probability is different from the correct value.

From the above example, we see that not recognising conditionally dependent
data will magnify and over-emphasise the influence of a particular piece of
evidence. This will distort the posterior probabilities of the Bayesian network and
may lead to misclassification.

2. Using Bayesian networks for endoscope control

we have used Bayesian networks in the practical application of building an
advisory and control system for colon endoscopy. An endoscope is a medical
instrument that is used for non-invasive observation of the inner surfaces of the
human body. It is employed extensively in the diagnosis of colon and gastroin-
testinal tract diseases. when inserting an endoscope into the colon, the doctor
steers the tip to the centre (which is called the lumen) and inserts it gently. If the
tip is not directed correctly, and is pushed against the wall of the colon, it can be
dangerous and painful for the patient. The difficulties associated with its use have
meant that, to date, only highly skilled specialists are able to perform endoscopic
investigations. We are proposing to rectify this situation by using computer vision
to provide automatic guidance and advice during colonoscopy.

Various methods of extracting information for the navigation and advisory
system have been investigated. They are represented in Fig. 2. The signal level
consists of all the processing that will be performed on an image to extract all the
identifiable features. The control level utilises the information from the signal
level and possibly other information, such as temporal data, relationships about
features, etc., in order to draw inferences. The output of this level is high-level
information including advice and control information.

The signal level is made up of three algorithms. First, there is a method of
identifying the lumen, or centre line of the colon, based on region extraction from
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of various levels of processing in our endoscopic advisory and control system.

spatial domain data (Khan and Gillies II1,,I2I). Secondly, there is a shape from
shading algorithm to reconstruct the surface normal (p,q,-l) at a set of points

in the image (Rashid and Burger [25]) and thirdly there is method which uses
correlation in the Fourier domain (Kwoh and Gillies [14]).

Sucar and Gillies [32] utilised both Khan and Rashid's algorithms to implement
an advisory system (control level) based on Pearl's [22) Bayesian networks. This
resulted in the construction of a basic, artificial intelligence system for navigation
in the colon. Although this system worked well, there were still circumstances
where it failed to give correct advice. The system was improved by incorporating
the information from the Fourier transform method in the Bayesian network, and
the performance now seems good enough for automatic control.

Sucar observed that the advisory system mis-classified colon images in certain
cases due to the fact that the conditional independence assumption of Bayesian
networks had been violated. To overcome this problem, Sucar and Gillies [31]
suggested the following three strategies to handle correlated data: node deletion,
node combination and node creation. In practice we seldom have I007o corre-
lated data, hence, node deletion will inevitably throw away some information.
Similarly, for node combination, we have a situation where two variables must be
assigned to one object. This type of situation is quite rare. The third strategy,
node creation, appears to be a powerful solution method. Sucar proposed a
methodological solution, namely consultation with experts, to derive a node that
makes the two dependent variables conditional independent. It will in general be
a very difficult process for the expert to define a function which will combine the
information from the two evidence variables into a coherent variable. Hence, our
current research is to devise a way to create a hidden node based on the statistical
distribution of the two evidence variables and an objective function which satisfies
the axiom of conditional independence. Our approach is to use training data,
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without seeking expert opinion, to define a mapping which will fuse the
dependent information.

The sub-module for lumen identification, based on the Fourier domain, is
depicted in Fig. 3. It extracts values of the following feature sets (or variables)

{[X-size], [Y-size], [Energy]] from the endoscope image, for the inference of the
qualitative variables [Advice] and [LDR] which indicates the presence of a large
dark region (hypothesised to be the lumen) in the image. This sub-module also
extracts the continuous variables {X-offset,Y-offset}, which do not appear in the
network, for the estimation of the centre of the lumen to which the endoscope tip
should be directed. The two propositions for the variable [Advice] are: (1) Stop,
since the tip is directed at the colon wall, and (2) Advance, since there is a clear
space to push the endoscope tip forward. We denote these propositions as

[Advice] e [Stop, Advance] '. where the superscript T represents the transpose. It
is only possible to advance the tip if the lumen has been observed. It is perceived
as a large dark region, and incorporated as an intermediate variable [LDR] under
Sucar's node creation approach. We define the variable [LDR] to have two
exclusive states: Not Present and Present, denoted as [LDR] e [Not Present,
Present]r. [Advice] and [LDR] are the only binary-valued variables in our
system, other variables have 8 to 10 states.

Each element in the set of features {X-size, Y-size, Energy} for the inference of

[LDR] and the advisory interpretation of [Advice] is a variable which has various
classes or states. For example, the measured [X-size] is quantised and represented
as a vector of discrete states, with its value taking any one of the eight
possibilities.

[X-size] € [0-8, 8_�16, 16-24, 24-32, 32-40, 40-48, 48-56, 56-64]"t .

We say that the variable [X-size] has the possibility of belonging to any one range
of sizes defined above.

The variable [Advice] is sometimes called a proposition variable because it is a
probabilistic collection of propositions. The others are simply called variables,
and the individual probabilistic state for each variable is called its state or class. In

IX-size] [Y-size]

Fig. 3. The inference diagram for Fourier domain sub-module.
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Bayesian networks, when a piece of evidence arrives, we will instantiate the

associated variable. By instantiation, we are applying a mapping function, / of the

form:

/([X-size])-+ [0, 1] ,

)  111x- ' i r" l ) :1 ,

where / is actually a probability of the variable being in a specific state. (Note

that in cases where we have inconclusive evidence that a variable takes a certain

value, we may use virtual evidence (Neapolitan [20]) which does not sum up to

one. It can be normalised and combined with other evidence to obtain the

posterior probability.) In our application, we always normalise our evidence to

satisfy the axioms of probability.
An alternative approach to the above problem is to use neural network

methods. However, we have a number of reasons to prefer Bayesian networks for

our application. First, the output is the posterior probability of the hypothesis,

given the input, which provides a natural mechanism to draw inferences and select

the best advice. Secondly, Bayesian networks can be trained branch by branch.

When additional information is obtained for the model, it can be incorporated

into the existing Bayesian network without retraining, provided it does not break

the fundamental assumption of conditional independence. Thirdly, Bayesian

networks can incorporate both subjective probabilities 124) and objective prob-

abilities. In the subjective approach, probability is regarded as the degree of

belief of a particular individual. In the objective approach, probability has

nothing to do with human beliefs, and manifests itself in the observed statistical

frequency with which a particular event occurs. Neural networks only work with

objective probabilities, whereas Bayesian networks can combine subjective and

objective information. Fourthly, Bayesian networks cope well with partial

information. They have a very strong normative theory to manage ignorance

when compared to other connectionist networks commonly used for classification'

Lastly, the multi-layer neural network is a fully connected network in which a

collection of linear regression models store statistical information within the

connecting weights. A neural network is a chain-like Bayesian network with the

addition of an activation function and a nonlinear squashing function. Hence, for

any problem it will have many more parameters than the equivalent Bayesian

network. For example the hand-written character recognition system of Le Cun et

al. [18] has 2600 parameters. In comparison, Chow and Liu [1], can model the

same domain using a semantic structure similar to a Bayesian network with

considerably fewer parameters. Although there are many ways to reduce the

number of parameters (Le Cun et al. [18], Weigend et al. [33]), we believe that it

is better to use the model which requires fewer parameters.
Denker and Le Cun [3] recognised the importance of the classification problem,

in neural networks, which have mutually exclusive outcomes that satisfy the

axioms of probability. They satisfied this constraint by treating a trained neural

network as a pre-processor that produces a feature vector which is further
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processed by classical statistical estimation techniques. They assumed the output
vector of the neural network, 4 (which is represented as a variable as Oo), given
the input  vector  set  of  a l l  the t ra in ing data,  {1r ,  I r , I r . . . }  ( represented as a

variable /), can be approximated by a normal?istribution. They derived
expressions to calculate the first two moments of the probability distribution
P(OrlI), and used them to adjust the weights of the neural networks to achieve a
Bayesian-like output, where the numerical value approximates the posterior
probability of the output variable given the observed evidence (inputs). This type
of system will not give a true Bayesian output and will perform badly in regions
where the inputs have low probability for all states of the desired variable (root
node) as reported by Richard and Lippmann [26]. This may be due to the
nonlinear sigmoid mapping function, used in neural networks, which forces the
output to be effectively bipolar.

In summary, we believe that, where possible, it is much more efflcient and
economical to build structures rather than use a general connectionist network. If
there are constraints that cannot be fully satisfied statistically, we then seek some
strategy to modify the structure to improve the quality of the model.

Once we have determined the structure, or inference diagram, of the Bayesian
network, we can obtain an initial estimate of the conditional probabilities of the
link matrices for each edge in the Bayesian network by the QUALQUANT
methodology [31].We then test the assumption of conditional independence. If
the criterion is not satisfied, we create a hidden node to form a star structure and
express the error cost function f with respect to the optimal values. If we expand
the expression for those conditional probabilities by Taylor's series, we can use a
gradient search method, such as the least mean squares algorithm (Widrow and
Stearns [3a]) to find solutions by an iterative process:

: :
I  a t - l: Pg)_rtlr6_t (s)

(6)

In the above equations, 4 is called the learning rate or the relaxation constant,
which is typically a small value in the range of 0.01 to 0.1. Widrow and Stearns

[34] have worked out an upper bound on the learning rate for linear models. The
second term in Eq. (6) is called the momentum term and a takes a value within
the range [0, 1]. This term is commonly added in neural network training
algorithms. Notice that we are adjusting the parameter values in the negative
gradient direction, because we are searching for the minimum of the error cost
function.

P(n + r) :  P(tn) -  q(I-  a) AP(n) + a AP(n - 7) .

P ( n + 7 ) : P ( n ) - q A P ( n )

or in a more complex error correction form such as:
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3. Introducing hidden nodes into Bayesian networks

Pearl [22] proposed the use of a hidden variable to satisfy the axioms of

conditional independence. By adding a hidden variable between correlated

variables and their parent, he created a star-decomposable structure. In his work,

he dealt with star decomposition for binary-valued random variables, say

{V.,V2,V., . . .} with a given probabil ity mass function P(V), and obtained a

closed form solution for a variable W that will satisfy the equation

P(v,w): l l  r1v,tw)P(w) .
v icv

Xu and Pearl [33]extended the ideas in Pearl l22lto uti l ise multi-variate Gaussian

variables. However, in our application, most of our variables are not binary

valued nor Gaussian, and so we need to derive an algorithm that can handle

multi-valued variables some of which are unobservable (hidden nodes). A similar

problem of configuring probabilistic models for bi-valued hypotheses with hidden

variables was mentioned by Hinton et al. [10] as a task that a Boltzmann machine

should be able to solve. Further details on how to do this have been proposed by

Neal [19] who implemented the Boltzmann machine with multiple restarts,

bindary variables and signal propagation in only one direction. Another pre-

cursor of our work is the EM algorithm [3] which consists of the expectation step

(E-step to estimate the complete data from the observed (incomplete) data) and

the miximisation step (M-step to maximise the likelihood). Lauritzen [16] and

Spiegelhalter et al. [29] have experimented the EM algorithm to update the

parameters in the Bayesian networks. They concluded that the likelihood function

has a number of local maxima and straight maximum likelihood gives results with

unsuitably extreme probabilities. Furthermore, the EM algorithm is known to

converge relatively slowly when it is getting close to a maximum. They suggested

that algorithms exploiting the gradient could be preferable. Paass [21] describes a

stochastic version of the EM algorithm which can be considered a modified

version of the Boltzmann machine.
For the network of Fig. 1, if we have the desired posterior probability of the

Bayesian network, given some instantiated evidence, we can define a monotonic

error cost function for the differences between the desired posterior probability

and the estimated posterior probability. We can use this to devise a strategy to

adjust the conditional probability matrices in the links belonging to a hidden

node. If the conditional independence criteria are satisfied, we should expect a

minimum of the error cost function throughout the training set.

Let the variable A have A states and a set of training data be denoted E € 3. If

we are interested in the posterior probability (belief) of A given some evidence.E,

denoted as Bel(A), then we express Bel(A) as a nonlinear function of all the

evidence

Bet(A): f(E) .
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The expectation of the squared-error cost function, /, is

1 3  l
A: E\f I  :  Et> lD@,) - Bet(a,)| ' � l l ( 7 \

where E{.} is the expectation operator, and D(a,) is the desired value of a,.
Using the joint probability of the input and the desired output, Hampshire and
Pearlmutter [8] show that when the network parameters are chosen to minimise a
squared-error cost function, the outputs are the conditional expectations of the
desired outputs which minimise the mean-squared estimation error. In their
paper, they refer to neural networks, but their derivation can be easily general-
ised to any type of network in which the input and output relationship can be
expressed by a mapping function.

The justification of minimising the mean-squared error cost function is presented
in Appendix A. In Eq. (B), E{D(a,)lE} is the expected belief of A given the
evidence E, and

E {D(a,) t  E} : ) o1o,1r@, t E)
j -  |

is the conditional probability of desired states given the evidence E, weighted by
the instantiated value of the states vector. If only one of the states, I, is assigned
the value one and the rest zeros, Eq. (9) wil l become:

E { D ( a , ) l E ) :  P ( a , l E )

which is the Bayesian probability. If more than one state is instantiated with value
greater than zero, Eq. (9) will become a dot product of the instantiated value and
the Bayesian probability vector, which satisfies the axioms of virtual evidence.
This provides us with additional insights to the least mean squares algorithm.
Contrary to popular belief that the training data of the desired variable must be
one of N cases, we can provide better training using virtual evidence if we are not
sure in exactly which state the desired output should be instantiated. The only
caution that we must observe is that the sum of all instantiated values must be
equal to unity. For example in our application, for a particular colon image, the
expert's advice can be a vector of [Stop : 0, Advance : l]t or a less definite
advice of  IStop :  0 .2.  Advance :  0.8] t .

Note that { is a scalar and it is always positive. f is known as the squared-error
cost function which is used to measure the difference between the actual outputs
and the desired output. It is the most widely used cost function of all the
possibilities. Others can have slightly different effects, for example, the cross-
entropy cost function (which is also known as Kullback-Lieber (KL) distortion

U3, 28]) weights errors more heavily when the actual outputs are near zero and
one.

min{A} :'"-{r{,1 @{D(a,)tE} - (u,t(,)f}} ( 8 )

(e)
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A

f : > lD@,) tog(D(a,) t Bet(a,))l .
t : I

Hampshire and Pearlmutter [B] have shown that the objective functions to
minimise the squared-error cost function and cross-entropy cost functions are
asymptotically equal. That means that if we have a large training data set that is a
good representation of the problem, it really does not matter whether we express
our error function as a squared-error cost function, Eq. (7), or as a cross-entropy
cost function.

To obtain the derivation of the gradients for the conditional probabilities of the
hidden node, we start with the most simple star structure shown in Fig. 4.

We first write the operating equations [20] from the leaf nodes to the root node.
Given that:
o rr(a,) is the prior probability distribution of the variable, P(A), which can be

obtained from the domain of training data,
o D(a), is the desired value for the root variable (A) for each set of training

data,
o ,,\(co) is the evidence of the instantiated leaf node C, and
o i(d,) is the evidence of the instantiated node D,

we have:

€ _
ic(h i ) :  )  P lcr lh , ) r (c*) ,  (10)

k : r
D

to(h,)  :  )  rg, t  t t , )A(d,)  .

I (h j ) :  t t r1h,) t"(h,)  ,
H

t r  r(a,)  :  )  r1t ' t ,  t  o,) I(h j ) ,
J : T

I (a,) :  t ro(o,)  ,
bel(a,) :  ) . (a,)r(a,)  ,

Fig. 4. II is the hidden node.

(  1 1 )

(12)

(13)

(14)
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bel(a,)

D ) : r b e t ( a ^ ) '

e(q,)  :  D(a,)  -  Bel(a,) ,  (16)

A

f  :>  e(q, ) ' .  ( r7)
t : 1

The objective function to be minimised is the expectation of (17). To do that we
must obtain the gradients of (17) with respect to all the conditional probabilities
in the link matrix. Choosing a general element P(h,la) from the link matrix
between node A and H, we expand the gradient using the chain rule for partial
derivatives to get,

at a€ \e(a^) 6Bel(a^) |bel(a,) aL(a')

ir6/q): a4e afu(d tfrt@, ,^6 aF@n (r8)

where the individual terms in the expansion are

at- - - . :  .  : 2e (a ,  \
de\q ^ )

0e(a  ^ )
ABrl\"  ̂ )

6Bel(a^) 6,^ bel(a,)

obel(a,)  E): ,  bet la^) (X i : ,  bet(a^))

1: 
T{ -' *k; 

(6'^ - Bet(a'))'

0bel(a,)

d i ( " J  
:  T \ q ' ) '

0 A h , l

,44tri: ^(hi)'

Notice that all the elements of \Bel(a^)lAbel(a,) form a matrix, hence when we
put all the partial derivatives together, we must sum over all the values indexed
by the subscript ln. This is because the value of Bel is dependent on all other
values of bel before normalisation.

Substituting into Eq. (18) we get

(  1s)

where

^  f l .  i : m .
o , - : 1 0 .  i * m .
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E):, oet(a^)

6,^

D) : ,  be t (a* )

2,le(a )@, ̂  - B el(a,)))nr(a ) I(h i) .

If we do the partial derivative for each conditional probability in the links

between node A and node H and form them into a matrix, we will have the

gradient matrix which is required to adjust the conditional probabilities of the

link.
Similarly for an element in (af )/(aP(colh1)), we have

a€ at i�l(h j) a^c(h j) (20)dFGJ6: a^@J a^,@) ar1,urn,)
When we expand the (ag)/(al(hj)), we must do so
states of a,, because the change in the conditional
result in every state of belief in A.

- 2
(1e)

a€ t + a€ oe(a^) oBel(a^) obel(a,)
aPkJtrr: l?, ar@) aBrt(%) ;,brt(",) ; , l(q)

dl(a,)  d, \rn(a,) l
Alr,) ai(l\) )

under a summation for all
probabilities will effect the

oAo@,)

(21)

al(hi) alc(hi)
\ ' - -" al1t\l aPcJt )
( A  /  .  A

= ] t ' { = ,  
- '  

\

L;fr \  x )- ,  bet(a^y --r
ol(h i) alc(h i)

"  
a ic(h j )  aP(colh, )

t  ( A  /  A

_  
- L  

J \ l S-  
t : - ,  bet(a^\  Lf i  \ .  -  '
x,t"( /rr) I (cr)  .

Similarly,

dg t+ at 6e(a^) 6Bel(a^) Ibet(a,) dl(a,) a,\,r(a,)- l
aP@lt ): l!, arq aBrtq abr.(",\ ai|/,) W@.) a^Ur) l

al(hi) aID(hi)
" 

aIJt\) aP(dlt\)

= , 
-u 

{9 ( i L,ro*)(s,- -
D)=,bet1a; L, '1 \ - ' - ,

le(a,,)(;6,^ - n et@ )\) r(n, t a )]

le(a *)(5, ̂ - a et@,\)) r(n, t a )\

netg)l)r(n,ro,lj

x xr(h,)r(d) . Q2)

Note that, from Eqs. (19), (21) and (22), it is not difficult to show that the
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elements of the Hessian (the second derivatives of all the conditional prob-
abilities) are semi-positive definite. Hence, we will move towards the minimum of
the performance surface of the error function defined over the conditional
probabil it ies.

4. Matrix representation of the gradient for the squared-error cost function for
backward propagation

The derivation in Section 3 for individual elements of the link matrices results
in a rather cumbersome formulation in which it is difficult to visualise the process.
Furthermore, the multiple summations in the expressions make programming and
representation a rather tedious task. A better formulation can be obtained by
exploiting the elegant representation and implicit summation of matrix multiplica-
tion in the derivation of the sradient matrices.

Notation

In all our equation derivations, we are using column vectors, such as

n t ( a ) :

For ease of notation, we will use 4 to indicate a column vector with states

far ,a2, . . . ,ao) ' ,  and A wi thout  the underscore,  to  ind icate the d imension of  4.
The superscript T, as usual, denotes the transpose.

For a matrix. we use the notation

P(h r l a r )  '  '  '

P(hr la. )

P (h r l a )  '  ' :

where A is dimension(/ ) and H is dimension(fl). The two variable underscore
indicates a matrix of dimension ,4 times F1.

We introduce the operator I to indicate element-by-element multiplication.
The two operand matrices (or vectors) must be of the same size. The result is a
matrix (or vector) of the original dimension, where each element is the product of
the elements in the corresponding positions in the operands. This operator is
useful when expressing the fusion of lambda messages and the fusion of pi and
lambda values.

We use the following rules, which the reader may verify for himself, for
matrix / vector differentiation :

vy^r,l

*',]:^t,l
f  P ( h t l a r )

P ut o : 
l' r' r^ r,,!' i  ̂ ',,
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(1) If we differentiate a scalar by a vector, the resultant is a vector of the same

dimension as the vector.
(2) If we differentiate a vector by a vector of same dimension we would

normally obtain a matrix. However, in the case where two vectors are

combined by the term-by-term multiplication operator 8, and the differen-

tiation is taken with respect to one of the vectors, the result is a vector.

(3) If a vector 4, which is obtained by post-multiplying a matrix M (dimension

A times 11) with a vector H, is differentiated with respect to the second

vector |1, we will obtain the matrix M. It A is combined with a vector e
(dimension A) using the operator I in the original equation, then we will

get the same result by pre-multiplying the matrix M with the transpose of

vector e.
(4) If a vector 4, which is obtained by post-multiplying a matrix M (dimension

A times /.1) with a vector E, is differentiated by the matrix M,the result is

a matrix N where each row is the transpose of U. It A is to be combined

with a vector Q (dimension .4) using the operator I in the original

equation, then we can obtain the result taking the outer product of vector

e and the transpose of vector fl to produce a matrix of dimension -4 times

H.
Before we express all the operating equations for the Bayesian network using

matrices and vectors, we require, as previously, the following data in vector

notation:
o rr(4) is the prior probability distribution of A, P(A), which can be obtained

from the domain of training data,
o D(A) is the desired state for the root node (A) for each set of training data,
o i(g) is the evidence of the instantiated node C, and
o I(D ) is the evidence of the instantiated node D.
The operating equations are,

i . ( a ) : P r r y I ( e ) ,

I " (U) PpuI(D),

^(a):  ̂ .(Er)a^"(I/) ,
bet(f l ) :  ^( |1) I  n(H) ,

I"(A):  P*"fbel( f l  ) t ' (H)]  :  Pat"I(H) .

In Eq. (26), Ihe lambda message to the parent is the belief value excluding the
contribution from the parent itself. It is the same as the lambda value in the case
where there is only a single parent.

(23)

(24)

(2s)

(26)

^ ( 4  ) :  ^ H ( A )  '

bet (A) :  x (a )Bz(4)  ,
bel(  A\Bet (A) :F" .o I ,

(2t)

(28)
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e(A) :  D(A)  -  Bet (A)  .

where belo is the un-normalised form
norm of bel(A). D(4) is the desired

€ :  e (4) 'e (A)  .

oP uro

(2e)

of the belief function and lbel(A )l is the
result of node ,4.

(30)

Note that f is a scalar and it is always positive.
Now, to do the partial differentiation, we again make use of the chain rule

_ a€ ae(A) aBet(A) abet(A) a^(A) a^H(A)
a"(A) aBet(A) abet(A) aI(4) aI"(A) \Po,o

a€

l - t  a€  ae(A)  aBet (A \ f  abet (A)  aL{u  )  I  a I " (4 )  , " , ,:  
LLaeG)  aBrM)  abr t (a t  I  d , t (4 )  d^14)  I  ,Pr - '  (J r /

Care should be taken with the matrix operators used between the matrices when
substituting for the partial derivatives in Eq. (31). To clarify the meaning_we use I
to mean an identity matrix of dimension -4, and the notation ones(A)' to be a
row vector of dimension A, with each entry equal to 1. Making the substitutions
equivalent to those defined in Section 3 we obtain:

d4 : 
{le r, ru )' (EfuT r - B et(a )o ne s (a,', ) I' a n (a, } ̂ , n,'

. .  a i ( ry)  d i . (H)
^ urlu) aPr*

f l  a f  l a l " ( 4 )  a r l g ; l a l . ( g ): l L r l 4 ) l  
a , l 1 a )  d ^ J f l )  I  a P - . *

oPn,o

-2
: 1 { le(a)'(r - Bet(A)ones(4)') l '8 n(a)) I(H)' .  (32)

lbe t (A ) t  
"  ' - '  '

Notice that the summation of (32) is implemented by matrix multiplication of

II(A)'(I- Bel(A)ones(A)r)l to produce a row vector of size A times 1. From
Eq. (32), it is easy to see that (a€) I (aIH(A )) behaves like the pi message from A
to II and has dimension A.

For the link matrix between node II and C, we have

at at ae(A) aBet(A) abet(A) a^(A) a^o(A)
, r r - :  ae4l-ane1al  aba6) aI .1)  avr@\ ai , ]8)

(33 )

From Eq. (33), we have

a i n ( A )  :  p  a i ( H )
a i ( H )  ' H A  a n d  

n . 6 : i D ( H )

which is analogous to the way that the pi message from II to C will be derived, by
"resizing" the evidential information from the parent node and including all the
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evidential information from the other siblings. Thus, (At)l(AI.�(H)) should be
thought of as a gradient message from II to C.

(34)

are instantiated will be

(3s)

The reader will now probably recognise that gradient updating through gradient

propagation is analogous to belief updating when using the network; each

gradient message replacing the corresponding pi message or lambda message in

the link. Hence,

a€ -2
,* 

: 
l*r@)l 

UP'n, ol{le(A )r U - net(A)ones(A)')l' 8 T (4 )}I }

8^D(H) l^(e ) r (36)

and similarly,

a€ -2

t6; 
: 

E 16 [{P'o, ol{le (a )' (t - n e t(a ) o n e s (a )' ) ]' o 7r (a ))l}

a ^c(Ei ') l^(B )r (37)

Comparing the result that we have just obtained with the equations of Section 3,

it is easy to see that they are the same. The matrix formulation is very clear,

elegant and easy to program. The expected gradient for each epoch is

a t  : l o r  
A r  I

ar.(H ) L' ut;Cii8^'(tt)

and the corresponding pi message from H to C 1f A and D

Tr(H) :  lPro, orrn(A)l  8, \"(g) .

"f js. l  :1$ ,E
" L a P )  p t , d P '

5. Derivation of the gradient for forward propagation

(38)

In Section 4 we derived the equations for the case where the change in the

conditional probabilities is propagated from the evidence nodes to the root node.

In Bayesian networks, there is no strict direction of signal flow, and so queries can

be made at any node in the network. Thus the training data set X is an unordered

collective {X1,Xz,Xr,. . . ,X1x1}. Since Bayesian networks must be able to handle

partial evidence, where some nodes remain un-instantiated, we can define the cost

function to encompass all situations as follows:

r  n f , : ,  . l l
min l . r :  )

^  
L  i - t  z c x \ x r  l l = l  )  )

In our experiments we found that, if we define our cost error function to

encompass both back propagation, where we instantiate the leaf nodes, and
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forward propagation, where we instantiate the root node, we can achieve very
good results. We will now give the derivation for propagating the delta change to
the conditional probabilities in the forward direction.

For forward propagation, we have the following known data:
o n(A) which is the instantiated value for root node A, designated D(A) in

Section 3;
. D(e) is the expected partial belief of node C, which was i(e ) in Section 4;
o D(D ) is the expected partial belief of node D, which was i(O) in Section 4,

and
o I(q) and.I(2) are unit vectors of dimensions C and D respectively.
The partial derivatives for forward propagation can be found in a similar

manner to the backward propagation derivatives given in Section 4.

T ( A ) :  D ( A )  ,
n r (A ) :  r (4 )  ,
I . (H)  :  Psal (e) ,  

(39)

I " (U) :  PpruI (D)  .

However, since both,\(Q) and,\(B) are not instantiated, ,\.(I1) and,\r(fI) can
be shown to be unit vectors of dimension 11.

T(H) :  PL ,on r (A ) ,

^(ir) :  ^.(t l)  I  i"(H) ,

B e t ( i l : r ( t / ) a i ( 4 ) : r r ( H t .  
( 4 0 )

r (H )^ (H)
Bel( H \

T. (H)  :  r (H)  .
Ac\E )

B e t (  H )  
( 4 1 )

T o ( H ) :  ^ " ( H )  
:  T ( H ) .

TG) :  PT,or r (U)  ,  (42)

T ( D ) :  P T , o n o ( H ) ,  ( 4 3 )

Be\e  ) :  r (e  )  ,
Bet (B ) :  n (D )  .  

( 44 )

Since we are not instantiating all the leaf nodes their ,\ values are all unity. Thus
we have the expressions

eG) :  DG)  -  Be t (Q) :  DG)  -  n (e  )  ,
e (D) :  D (D)  -  Be t (D) :  D (D)  -  n (D)  .  

Gs )

We define the error function (which is a scalar) as the sum of the total errors for
all states in all leaf nodes.
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€ :  e(e ) 'e(e )  + e(D ) 'e(D )

and perform the partial differentiation as before

_ at ae(e) aBe\e) art(e)
- 

ae(e) aBel(Q) an(e) |PstE

t  aE ae(e )  aBel (e )  I  az( f  )-  
La"(g)  aBaG )  az ' ( f  )  )  oP,  ,

-- -2nr(H)e(e)'

:  - 2 l P L o n ( A \ e ( e  ) '  .

_  at  ae(D) aBet(D)  an(D)
- 

ae(D) aBel(D) an(D) aPpt"

: -2lP'n or(A)le(D\'  .

\  I [ [  a f  I  a " ' ( r ) - l  a " " (H ) l a r (H l
-  

^ . f t .o , lLLa?, ' ( { )  I  an , (H)  I  az r@)  )  0P,  o

19

(46)

at
0P,, ,

dPptu

a€
6P n,o

( 4 7 )

(48)

at aeQ) an(e) anr(H) ar(H):  aer] i"G) a;IH) a,(D ,r*
a€ ae(D) an(D) ar , (H)  an(H)

- L - -- aeqD) ar(D) aw(H) an(H) oPu_1"

:  -2r (a)k(e ) 'PT,n + e(D)r  P; tHl  '  (4e)

Note that we do not have to normalise BeKe) and Bel(B) since, providing that

D(4 ) was normalised before propagation, they are already normalised.

6. The algorithm for adjusting the conditional probabitities in the link matrices

Once we have found the gradients for the link matrices, we can proceed to

obtain solutions using the objective function (8). From the equations in Sections 4

and 5, it is obvious ihat a closed-form solution is very difficult to obtain since it

requires us to invert all the matrices. Hence, we choose to obtain the solutions by

numerical iteration, using a method similar to the least mean-squared algorithm

[3a]. We avoided the established Newton-Raphson method [27], since, for each

equation, the Hessian of the objective function must be obtained, and if we use

the secant approximation method, we need to have two initial values. By

comparison, if *" ur" the least mean-squared algorithm, we only need the

Jacobian of the objective function and one set of initial values.

Bayesian networks are subject to more constraints than other connectionist

networks, such as neural networks, and we will now look at these. First, all the

conditional probabilities of the link matrices must be positive definite. In the least
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mean-squared algorithm, if the learning rate is too large, then there is a danger
that some of the elements of the link matrix may become negative. At first sight,
we may infer that during training the learning rate must be chosen as small as
possible. However, an alternate strategy is to choose a learning rate that is large
and impose a check to make sure that the differential matrix will not cause any
element of the link matrix to become negative. More loosely, we can allow the
elements to become negative and reset their values to zero after each iteration. If
the data in the delta matrix is too large, we can scale the whole matrix until the
constraint is satisfied. This in effect is to dynamically adjust the learning rate.
From experience, this strategy helps the model to converge faster. However, it
introduces a further problem which occurs in cases where the gradient is negative,
and the corresponding element in the matrix is 0. Any further adjustment to the
matrix will not satisfy the axioms of probability, and the process cannot continue
even though a minimum has not been reached. To get round this, we add a small
constant value perturbation to each of the conditional probabilities and continue
with the training algorithm.

The second constraint in a Bayesian network is that all the conditional
probabilities must sum to one for any given causal variable. That is

A

)  ep , ta ,1 :  t  .
i : 1

To satisfy this constraint, we always normalise the conditional probability after
each propagation. This added constraint reduces the number of possible solutions,
when we compare it with similar connectionist networks. The constraint is not
sufficient to ensure that we obtain a unique solution for different initial
conditions, but it apparently does not affect the performance.

Given P(X), for the added hidden node we define P(X,H) where If is the
virtual evidence for the hidden node. Since we do not have any information about
the distribution of ,E[, we choose a random number for each state of h,. and
normalise the result to 1. Hence, the initial expectation is well-distributed white
noise in the hidden node.

The algorithmic steps are summarised as follows:

Creating hidden nodes.
Build an initial Bayesian network using subjective assessment or the maximum

weighted spanning tree algorithm.
Calculate the conditional conelation coefficient by Eq. (4) andlor mutual

information by Eq. (51) between all nodes in the network.
For each pair of nodes with significant common information:

Create a hidden node as their unobservable parent.
Monitor the performance using the testing data set, and train the star structure

as shown belou.
Save the new graph and the conditional probabilities of all the links.
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Training a star structure.
Call Initialisation.
Initialise the learning-rate (the relaxation constant)

White (the mean-squared error improves in eqch epoch)

Use Back propagation to obtain the backward gradients.

Adjust the conditionat probabilities based on the gradients using the operating

equation (5).
Normalise att the link matrices to satisfy the axioms of probability.
(Jse Forward propagation to obtain the forward gradients.

Adjust the conditional probabilities based on the gradients using the operating

equation (5).
Normalise alt the link matrices to satisfy the axioms of probabilities.

If the error does not reduce further due to some elements being 0s.

Add some perturbation to the whole matrix before the next iteration.

Save the conditional probabilities of the link matrices.

Initialisation.
Determine the size of the link matrices that satisfy the data dimensions.

Either: obtain the initial link matrices from expert knowledge

ori generate random initial values for the hidden variqbles.

Normqlise the conditional probabilities of the link matrices.

Back propagation (for one epoch).
For each set of training data:

Assign the data for the leaf nodes as their lambda values.

Assign the data for the root as the expected result.

Propagate the lambda messages up to the root node using the operating

equations (23 )-(30).
Calculate the gradients for each of the conditionsl probabilities in the link

matices using the operating equations (32), (36) and (37).

Sum up all the gradients for each set of training data to obtain the expected

gradients for each of the link matrices using Eq. (38).

Forward propagation (for one epoch).
For each set of training data:

Assign the data for the root nodes as the pi values.

Assign the data for the leaf nodes as the expected values for the leaf nodes '

Propagate the pi messages down to the leaf nodes using the operating

equations (39)-(46).
Caliutate the gradients for each of the conditional probabilities in the link

matrices using the operating equations (47)-(49).

Sum up all the gradients for each set of training data to obtain the expected

gradients for each link mstrix using Eq. (38).
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7. Extension to a general singly connected Bayesian network

The gradient equations in Sections 4 and 5 can be easily extended to a
star-decomposition with multiple evidence nodes, such as those mentionedinl22).

Fig. 5 shows the general case of a star-decomposable multiple evidence node,
where rr is the hidden node, and I(c^) is the partial belief of the mth child of the
hidden node, which takes into account all the effects of its children. Note that the
hidden node II has other children as indicated by the ellipsis in Fig. 5.

Most of the operating equations are similar to Section 4, except that the ,\ value
of the hidden node, ,\(I/), is defined as

m

^(t1) : f l  r.  (H) .

The II symbol represents the term-by-term product of all ,\ messages from the
children of the hidden node, i.e., a combination of all the beliefs from all the
descendants of the hidden node. The expressions for the gradient A€|APH.A
remain the same as in Eq. (32) because the partial derivatives are computed from
the root node and chain back to the link between A and the hidden node.

For 6€ldP-n, the terms in the partial derivative are the same, except that

aA( H\ !+
,LrE : l1 0.,,11)

'  
i + k

The rest of the derivation is obvious. We have also verified that the sradient

Chi ld re  n  o f  C, Childrcn of C
m

Fig. 5. Extension of Fig. 4 to a general tree.

(s0)

Parents of A
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updating scheme can be easily extended to multiple parents and multiple children

networks by simply replacing the corresponding pi message or lambda message

with the partial derivative. We will not show the details in this paper as they are

not required for our current implementation.

8. Experimental results

ln our application, we construct our Bayesian network by acquisition of

subjective knowledge from the expert. For example, the sub-module of our

system based on the discrete Fourier domain consists of three evidence nodes

{X-sizel, [Y-size], [Energy]] and two inference nodes {[Advice]'[LDR]]'

[Advice] is the root node and is the decision node of our system. [LDR] is an

intermediate node, which is introduced to make the network more coherent. It

serves a similar purpose to the hidden nodes in our current research. There is a

distinction in our usage between the terms intermediqte node and hidden node.In

the topology of the directed acyclic graph, they are identical and serve the same

purpose. However, when we call a node intermediqte, we mean that its probability

parameters are obtained from an expert by subjective means. When we call a

node hidden, we mean that it is transparent only during data collection and the

expert is unaware of its existence. Its probability parameters are found from the

world of feasible values which satisfy some loss criteria. In our approach, the

identifiable features themselves can be virtual, which means they can be the

posterior belief of a probabilistic network.
Without investigating the dependency of the data, we derived the inference

diagram shown in Fig. 6 from subjective intuition'
The [LDR] node, which represents a qualitative interpretation of the image'

independent of the detection of the lumen, is caused by the amount of room

available to advance the endoscope tip. There can be other causes for it, such as

temporal data represented by the state of the node at the previous time step'

However, in the closed world approach, we do not include all possible causes to

the variables in order to make the problem manageable. From the inference

IX-s ize]  [Y-s ize]  [EnergYl

Fig. 6. Inference diagram for the Fourier domain sub-module.
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diagram, if we have an interpretation of [LDR] from expert knowledge, the
causes to [LDR] (i.e., the value of [Advice]) will not change the likelihood from
the node [LDR] to its children. we say that rhe node [LDR] d-separates {[X-size],
[Y-size], [Energy]] from their other predecessors [23]. Making [LDR] the direct
cause of the other variables [X-size], [Y-size] and [Energy] looks reasonable. If
there is an LDR in the colon image, then it is likely to have a characteristic size
detected in the x and y directions and the overall image intensity will be low, thus
creating a characteristic energy measured in the image.

However, with some further subjective assessment of the structure, we
observed that there are cases where there is no visible large dark region that can
be detected as lumen, but the overall colon image is dark. These types of images
occur where the colon bends and we can move the endoscope forward. Hence we
modified the structure to Fig. 3, where the parent of [Energy] is the proposition
variable [Advice] instead of [LDR].

We have chosen to construct the tree initially from subjective data since we
think this will reduce the possibility of spurious dependencies in the network.
However, other approaches are possible. Cooper and Herskovits [2] suggested an
alternative Bayesian method which searches through the possible structures for a
network which best satisfies the data.

chow and Liu [1] have shown that to maximise the maximum likelihood
est imate of  independent  observat ions (X1,  Xt ,Xt , . . . ,X*)€X is  equivalent  to
maximising the mutual information between each link. The network which does
this is known as the maximum weighted spanning tree. In probabilistic terms,
mutual information [5] defined as

P(a , l b  , l  Ph , .  b , l
I(a,. b,) : toe- p@f : t"gF@i6 .

Summing over all the states for variables A and B,
probability, we have

I (A.B):> > P@.n)bs##

L ( x |  , x 2 , x 3 , .

We seek to strike a

, x * ) : P ( x k  t x 1  . - . x o  t )

balance between the subiective

which is a measure of the information provided about the event A given the
occurrence of event B. The likelihood of X is defined as the product of individual
probabilities,

L ( x \ , x 2 , x t , . . . , x * ) = P(XO) (s2)

In our application, our observations may not be statistically independent. Hence
the correct likelihood definition for our observations should be

p

n

p

n

weighted by their joint

(s1)

(s3)

and objective approach in
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Table 1
Mutual information for {[LDR], [X-size], [Y-size]]

Mutual information between Result

25

LDR
LDR
X-size

X-size
Y-size
Y-size

0.1863
0.1900
r.2276

constructing our inference diagram. After initial subjective construction, we use

statistical analysis to find the correlation and mutual information for the data in

each branch. If there are variables with the same cause that are highly correlated

and have high mutual information, then it is most likely that we can improve the

network performance by the creation of hidden nodes to remove the over-

emphasis of their common information.
The mutual information for the variables {[LDR], [X-size], [Y-size]] is

summarised in Table 1. If we were to use the maximum weighted spanning tree

algorithm [1,6] to build a tree from this information we would obtain the

structure of Fig. 7.
Since we have a measurement for Y-size in our application' we treat this as

virtual evidence for the node [Y-size], denoted as an additional child node, which

propagates a lambda message to the node [Y-size].
The tree obtained using our hidden node approach is shown in Fig' B'

When we evaluated the performance of the maximum weighted spanning tree

for the estimate of [LDR] in Fig. 7 we found that the performance, measured by

the probability of u-cot..it deduction, improved from 0.6139 to 0.6436 compared

to tire originil subjective structure. However, when we used the hidden node

structure ut in fig. 8, using 100 sets of training data and 202 tesl sets, following

Ivirtual

Fig. 7. The inference diagram by MWST.

(v
Y-sizel IX-size]
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IY-size] lX-sizel

Fig. 8. The inference diagram with hidden node.

the training algorithms outlined in the previous sections, we found a much greater
improvement to 0.84, for the detection of [LDR].

Fig. 9 summarises some of the statistics obtained during training. Fig. 9(a)
shows the sum of squared-error for the prediction of [LDR] given [X-size] and

[Y-size], after each iteration of back propagation and forward propagation. The
epoch axis shows the number of iterations. Notice that our initial guess is not too
bad, because we are using the actual statistical data P(LDR, X-size, Y-size) with a
random number initial estimate of the joint probability of P(LDR, X-size, Y-size,
Hidden). Fig. 9(b) shows the sum of squared-error for the prediction of [X-size]

^ ̂  enor hrstorv Dlot for back DroDasaton

20 40
(a)

80
epoch

qeformance hrstory for ert imat-ron of Bel(A)
w , / -

enor hrstory for folward DroDasa!0nn 1<<

0.15

0.145

0.74
20 o0 

o)
60 80

0.85

0.8

0 .75
0 20 40 1s; 60 SOepoch

Fig. 9. Training history for {[LDR], [Hidden], [X-size], [Y-size]]. (a) and (b) are the expected sum of
squared-errors during training and (c) is the performance of the test data set.
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and [Y-size] given [LDR]. Fig. 9(c) shows the performance of the prediction of

[LDR]. Notice that there is a small drop in the performance. This is due to the

fact that many of the posterior probabilities are near the decision threshold. Our

strategy is to minimise the sum of squared-error, which associates a high penalty

cost for those cases where the predictions are at the opposite extreme. This

phenomenon only occurs in the training of the Fourier domain sub-module. When

we tested it with the other modules, the minimised sum of squares algorithm gives

the best performance. In general, the minimised sum of squared-error is higher

than in a corresponding neural network. This is due to the absence of a squashing

function in the Bayesian network.
Fig. 10 plots the conditional probabilities of the link matrices for (a) [LDR] to

the hidden node [H], (b) the hidden node [H] to [X-size], (c) the hidden node [F1]
to [Y-size].

After training the first hidden node, and carrying out further statistical tests, we

introduced a second hidden node separating [LDR] and [Energy] from [Advice].
The new configuration of our Bayesian network is shown in Fig. 11. Notice that

the sub-network is a single chain, if we express the lambda and pi messages for

[G] and [11], we have

I(c)  :  I . (c)  :  PLjeI (L)  :  PL/GPH:LI(H) ,

n(H ) : PL, rn(L) : PL,,PT, on(G) : IP, *P n u)' r (G) .

If we define P*o:P1,16Ps17, we See that we can remove the internal node

[LDR] in our ad-visory system since we never needed to know the belief of [LDR]
in the application. By adjusting the weights of the links to hidden node [G] we

can combine the contribution of [LDR] into [G]. Thus the structure of Fig. 11 can

be simplified to the structure shown in Fig. 12.

(s4)

P(I"DR/ID

7 A
state nmbtr ot h

P6-site/I!

4 6 8
statc nmber of X-sue

0 2
(b)ta)

P(Y-size/ID

\----*--- 
-

0 2 4 6 8
(c) state nmber of Y-sze

Fig. 10. The conditional probabilities of the link matrices.
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IY-sizr]

Fig. 11. Fourier domain sub-module with second hidden node G.

Fig. 13 summarises some of the statistics during training. Fig. 13(a) shows the
sum of squared-error for the prediction of [Advice] given [X-size], [Y-size] and

[Energy], after each iteration of back propagation and forward propagation. Fig.
13(b) shows the sum of squared-error in the forward prediction of [11] and

[Energy] given [Advice]. Fig. 13(c) shows the performance of the prediction of

[Advice] in the testing data set. A small perturbation at iteration 164 was added
to all conditional probabilities when the system reached a minimum point. This
approach is similar to the well-known relaxation techniques employed in the
Boltzmann machine [10]. We added the perturbation to allow the system to search
for an alternative minimum point which may better model the training data.
Although there was no improvement in the number of correct classifications in the

Fig. 12. Fourier domain sub-module with hidden nodes G,Il
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^  .  en0r  h l i to ry  p lo t  fo r  back  propaqat ion
0 ,11

0 .1

0.09

crror hir tnrv fnr fnrward nrnnaral inn

50 100 150 200 0 50 100 150 200
hl cpoch tbt cpoch

p5$olmance hrstory fol estimat ion of Bel(A)

0 50 100
lcl

Fig. 13. Training history for {[Advice], ICl, ti/], [Energy]]. (a) and (b) are the expected sum of
squared-errors during training and (c) is the performance of the test data set.

test data, the lower sum of squared-errors implies that we managed to find a
better fit than the first minimum.

Table 2 summarises the results of the different configurations of the Fourier
domain sub-modules shown in Figs. 6,7 and 12.

From Fig. 8, if we ignore the estimation of intermediate node [LDR] and define
the link matrix Pnto: P21nPp11,, we can train the hidden node [11] with only
observed data.

We tried the same approach on a second sub-module of our system which uses
region-based segmentation to estimate the lumen [12]. The network consisted of
five nodes {[Advice], [LDR], [Size], [Mean], [Variance]] and was used ex-
perimentally by Sucar and Gillies [32] to investigate the effect of correlated data
in Bayesian networks. Sucar investigated the configurations for the model as
shown in Fig. 14.

Fig. 14(a) is the original model derived from expert knowledge, Fig. 14(b) is a
modified structure with the [Mean] node deleted, since it was found to be
correlated with the [Variance] node. The unconditional correlation coefficient,
originally employed by Sucar [30] to test dependency, is 0.4947. However, since
we are investigating the conditional independence assumption, it is more correct
to use the conditional correlation coefficient of Eq. (a). The conditional
correlation over [LDR] is 0.5880.

Table 2
Performance of various configurations for Fourier domain sub-module

Configuration Performance

Fig. 6 (direct)
Fig.7 (MWST)
Fig. 12 (hidden node)

150 200
. ^^ .1

0.6733
0.6832
0.8366
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IS izc l  IMean] [Vur i rnce ]

(a )

Fig. 14. Configurations of the

[Size] [Variance]

(b )

region-based segmentation model.

The mutual information for the variables {[LDR], [Size], [Mean], [Variance]] is
summarised in Table 3, which further supports the claim that there is information
within the [Mean] and [Variance] nodes that should be neutralised.

We combined the contribution from [Mean] and [Variance] using a first hidden
node [11] (Fig. 15(a)), ignoring the internal node [LDR], and then with [Size]
l inked through the second hidden node [G] (Fig. 15(b)).

Fig. 16 shows some statistics during the training of the hidden node [11]. Fig.
16(a) shows the history of the sum of squared-error for the back propagation
prediction of [Advice], Fig. 16(b) shows the history of the sum of squared-error
for the forward propagation prediction of {[Mean], [Variance]], and Fig. 16(c)
shows the performance of the prediction of [Advice]. After about forty iterations
it was found that the process was not converging due to some of the probabilities
in the link matrices falling to zero. Hence a perturbation of 0.2 was added to all
conditional probabilities, and the convergence continued as shown in Fig. 17.

The program terminates when further adjustment of the link matrices does not
improve the sum of squared-error. Note the increase in the sum of squared-errors
and the deterioration of the prediction performance immediately after the
perturbation.

Fig. 18 is a snapshot of the link matrix between [11] and [Mean], Fig. 18(a) is
the initial estimate, Fig. 18(b) shows the state after 25 iterations, Fig. 18(c) after

Table 3
Mutual information for {[LDR], [Size], [Mean], [Variance]]

Mutual information between

LDR
LDR
LDR
Size
Size
Mean

Size
Mean
Variance
Mean
Variance
Variance

0.2827
0.2223
0.tr49
0.4098
0.2999
0.4841
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ISizr ]

Hidden nodel

31

IMern][Variance]

(a )

Fig. 15. Hidden node creation for the

IMean][Variance]

(b )

region-based segmentation model.

110 iterations and Fig. 1B(d) the total changes to the conditional probabilities of

the l ink matrix.
Fig. 19 shows sratistics collected during the training of the hidden node [G]. In

Fig. 15(b) a perturbation of 0.5 was added to all the l ink matrices to remove the

zero elements. Fig. 19(a) shows the history of the sum of squared-error for the

forward propagation prediction of {[Size], [11]], and Fig. 19(c) the performance

of the prediction of [Advice] which finishes at 0.9010.
In creating the nodes [H] and [G], we ignored the requirement to collect data

0 , . i

0 . 1

0.05

error historv for forwad nronasation

0 100 150
epoch

Derformance hirtorv for Bel(A)

0 50 /c) 100 150 epoch

Fig. 16. Training of hidden node [11] for the region-based segmentation model. (a) and (b) are the

expected sum of squared-errors during training and (c) is the performance of the test data set.
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Fig. 17. Training history of hidden node [H] after perturbation. (a) and (b) are the expected sum of
squared-errors during training and (c) is the performance of the test data set.

for the [LDR] node in our model, which, as noted previously is an internal node
whose value is not required. In effect, Figs. 15(a) and 15(b) represent the same
structure, with the exception that [G] has more states than [LDR]. The predictive
performance turns out to be the same, which gives further justification to the
validity of the training algorithm.

Fig. 20 depicts the link matrices between the nodes: Fig. 20(a) shows [Advice]
to [G]; Fig. 20(b) [G] to [Size] and Fig. 20(c) [G] to [Hidden]. We notice that a
characteristic for the hidden nodes is that the link matrices exhibit little prediction

^ .enol  h i l tory p lot  for  back rronaqatron 0 .116

0 .114

0 .112
(b) 50

cpoch

pelformance history for Bel(A)0 .9

0 ,85

0

Fig.  18.

G)

Snapshol

50 cPoch

of the l ink matrix between [H] and [Mean].

P@tIca/ID after 110 cpochs
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Fig. 19. Creation of hidden node [G] for the region-based segmentation model. (a) and (b) are the

expected sum of squared-errors during training and (c) is the performance of the test data set.

of prior probability. From the link matrices in Figs. 20(a) and 20(c), the sum of all

the conditional probabilities is almost a constant value, which gives no estimate of

the prior probability. However, summing the conditional probabilities for each

valul of [Size] and normalising the result to satisfy the axioms of probability, we

can obtain a close estimate of the prior probability of [Size] from the training
data.

Table 4 summarises the result of the different configurations of the region-

based segmentation model as shown in Figs. 14 and 15(b).

P(G/Advrce)

"1-o*"r#

1 . .  2  3  4 . - ,
(c.) slale nMocr ol d

Fig. 20. The link matrices after the creation of node [G]

0
(b)

1 ,5
0 L

1
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stale
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Table 4
Performance of various configurations for the region-based
sesmentation model

Configuration Performance

Fig. 14(a) (direct)
Fig. la(b) (node deletion)
Fig. 15(b) (hidden node)

0.7376
0.7475
0.9010

9. Conclusions and suggestions for future work

From the experimental results it is clear that the creation of the hidden node as
an unobservable variable can be a powerful tool to handle conditionally depen-
dent data in Bayesian networks. By creating hidden nodes, and training them
using Bayesian operating equations according to the criterion of minimising the
squared-error cost function, we have improved the performance of two different
networks. Our method utilises the objective probabilities of the training data,
constrained by the axioms of probability, and performance is maximised without
expert intervention during training of internal nodes. We have also demonstrated
that there is no additional data to be collected for the creation of hidden nodes.

At present we create the hidden nodes sequentially starting from the most
dependent data. Future research should be undertaken to compare this approach
with direct minimisation of the cost function with all hidden nodes created before
training. Further investigation is also required to determine how many states are
necessary for the hidden nodes, how to select a dynamic learning rate, how to
estimate initial values for the hidden variable(s) and how to trim the size of the
network when a column and row of conditional probabilities fall to zero during
training.

Appendix A

If the variable A has ,4 elements and the training data E e 3, the full set of
training data, and we are interested in the posterior probabilities (belief) of A
given some evidence E, denoted as Bel(A), then we express Bel(A) as a function
of all the evidence

Bet(A): f(E) .

If we have the expectation of the squared error cost function, 4, as

A

6: > lD@,) - Bet(a,)12 ,
i : l

A :  E { 4 }: r{i ID(a,) - Bet(a)l'} ,
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then, following the method used by Hampshire and Pearlmutter [8], using
joint probabilily density function of P(E,D(A)) of the training data and

desired output, we have

( A  . ' l
o: ut,?, lD(a,) - Bet(a,)1'� j

( A  I

r . ' r , , t o  i ' - r '  
- -  

)

The second summation is applied to each element of the desired value, so we can

change the representation to

A  ( A  ]

^ : > > I > lD@,)- Bet(a,)l2lr{z.a,)
r c l l - t  L i - t  )

f € f , i - l  L r  I  )

: rt; {i,t rr,\ 
- Bet(a,rt'} rr,,rul}

which is the expectation of the squared-error average over the likelihood of each

state of the desired output given the evidence. Expanding the squared-error

expression we get

( A  A  I
o: u1] )  t tof ,  i ) \2 + (Bet(a,112 -  2D1a, '1Bel(a,) lP(a, tn)J

i o r o  A
:  E l  >  |  )  ( p (o , ) l '  P (a , tE )  +2  @,4o iD2P{a , tn1

L , - r l r - r  
'  i - l

- 2i D(a,)Bet(a,)P("j/E)l 
.| 

.
j : r  ) )

Bet(a,) only depends on the evidence and hence it can be moved outside the

summation, and further El:, fg,tn) : 1, so the equation can be simplified to

( A f  A  / 1  l ' )
A:  E l>  |  >  1D@,\ )2P(a , tE)+  (Bet (a iD2 -zBe l (a , \2 .D@,) r@, tn) l l

t , - ' L r - '  i - t  J )
( A  I

:  t t ,Z lE(D(a,) \2 tE) + (Bel(a,1 '12 -  2Bet1a,)E\D(a,\ tE) lJ '

Now,

(o(a,))2 P(a, t E) : E {(D(a ))2 t E}

35

the
the

A

\
Z-J

and
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2, D@)rg, I E ) : E {D(a,) t E}

are the conditional expectations of (D(a,))'� and D(a,) over specific evidence E.
Adding and subtracting a term

A

> E'�{D(a)tE}

and using the identity

va r {D (a , ) tE } :  E { (D (a , ) ) ' tE }  -  E2 {D(o ) tE }  ,

we have

[E' {D(a,) I E} + (Bel(a ))2 - znet@,)E {D(a,) I E}

+ E](D(a, \ ) ' tn l  -  e '1o1a,1t271]t
( A -  ' l

:  EJ > IE{D(a,) tE} -  (Bet(a,))1,  |  + e {var{o (a,) tE}}  .( i - r -  "  '  
)

Since the second term is independent of the network outputs, minimisation of the
mean-squared-error cost function will be

|  (  A  
. ' t ' )m i n { 4 }  : r n i " { r f )  @ { D ( a , ) t E }  -  ( B e r ( a , ) ) 1 , } }

and E{D(a)/E} is the expected belief of A given the evidence .8.
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